
                                Event Sponsorship Opportunities
Category       Price
Activities Sponsor:     1 x $500 

 Recognition as part of the running loop on the video shown on the various televisions throughout 
         the event.

 A personal shout-out by Founder Melissa Vassallo Idiens during her speech.

 Recognition on the MiaThrives website as a sponsor.

 Shout-out on Social Media outlets up until and after the event.

 Charity Tax Receipt.

Prize Sponsorship:   1 x $500
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Recognition as part of the running loop on the video shown on the various televisions
         throughout the event.

 A personal shout-out by Founder Melissa Vassallo Idiens during her speech.

 Recognition on the MiaThrives website as a sponsor.

 Shout-out on Social Media outlets up until and after the event.

 Charity Tax Receipt.

Decorations Sponsor: 1 x $1,000
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 1 free ticket to the event.

 Recognition as part of the running loop on the video shown on the various televisions
         throughout the event.

 A personal shout-out by Founder Melissa Vassallo Idiens during her speech.

 Recognition on the MiaThrives website as a sponsor.

 Shout-out on Social Media outlets up until and after the event.

 Charity Tax Receipt.



Food Sponsor: 1 x $5,000 or 2 x $2,500
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 2 free tickets to the event.

 MiaThrives Swag bag.

 Recognition as part of the running loop on the video shown on the various televisions 
         throughout the event.

 Signage by the Food Stations. 

 A personal shout-out by Founder Melissa Vassallo Idiens during her speech.

 Recognition on the MiaThrives website as a sponsor.

 Shout-out on Social Media outlets up until and after the event.

 Charity Tax Receipt.

Event Sponsor: 1 x $7,500
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 4 free tickets to the event.

 MiaThrives Swag bag.

 Recognition as part of the running loop on the video shown on the various televisions 
         throughout the event.

 Signage throughout the event space.

 A personal shout-out by Founder Melissa Vassallo Idiens during her speech.

 Recognition on the MiaThrives website as the Event Sponsor.

 Shout-out on Social Media outlets up until and after the event.

 Charity Tax Receipt.

  If you would like to donate to this event, “in a way”, separate from the above options, please
          contact us.


